
Honeymoon Cowl
Material     :  
1 ball of Urga Fonty     (color 1 of pattern)

1 ball of Edition 3 Schoppel Wolle (color
2 of pattern)

circular needles 4mm and 5mm with a
cable of 60cms or 80.

cable needle, stitch marker. 

Abbreviations and points     :  

a : color 1
b : color 2 
k : knit
p : purl
K2tog: knit 2 stitches together
SKP : slip, knit, pass over.  
m1 : make 1 : knit the stitch two times, once taking it by the back strand, then 
without dropping the stitch on the right needle, knit it by the front strand.
* ... *: repeat the pattern between * and * as many times as necessary to finish the 
round.
R: round. 
Twist 1 : On 4 sts, slip 2 sts on the twisted needle placed behind the work, knit the 
next 2 stitches, pick up the 2 stitches of the cable needle and knit.
Twist 2 : On 4 sts, slip 2 sts on the twisted needle placed in front of the work, knit the 
next 2 stitches, pick up the 2 stitches of the cable needle and knit.
Rib 1/1: *k1, p1*, repeat this pattern on all rounds until the desired height is reached.
Gauge, needles 4mm, ribs 1/1(without stretching them!), 2.5cm/2.5cm: 5 sts/9rounds.

Pattern Camille Delahaie- les aiguilles de camille.com
Any commercial use of this pattern and its achievements are prohibited,

unless prior written consent of the author. 

http://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/category.php?id_category=69
http://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/category.php?id_category=95


Work     :   
In color 1, cast on 104 sts in long cast tail with needles 4mm ( see tuto on 
this page), form the cercle, put the stich marker to indicate the beginning 
of the round and knit 4 rounds in ribs 1/1, then with color 2, 4 rounds 
in ribs 1/1.

Then make this round with needles 5mm :*m1* (208sts),

make this round: *2ka, 4kb, 2ka*

Then repeat the next 6 rounds 7 times (42 rounds in total):

R1: *Twist 1, twist 2* (Knit the sts in the color in which they appear).

R2, 3, 5 and 6: Knit the sts in the color in which they appear.

R4: *Twist 2, twist 1* (Knit the sts in the color in which they appear)

When you end this 42 rounds , with color 1, make this round : *K2tog* 
(104sts). With needles 4mm and color 2 knit 4 rounds in ribs 1/1, then 
with color 1, 4 rounds in ribs 1/1. Binf off flexibly all the stitches in 
color 1, bring in the threads and cut them short, that’s it !

http://www.tricotepastout.com/archives/2014/09/08/30547485.html
http://www.tricotepastout.com/archives/2014/09/08/30547485.html

